Introduction
Let pM, Sq be a K-manifold of even dimension, oriented, and equipped with a K-equivariant spin c bundle S. The orientation induces a decomposition S " S`' S´, and the corresponding spin c Dirac operator is a first order elliptic operator D S : ΓpM, S`q Ñ ΓpM, S´q [2, 4, 6] .
When M is compact, an important invariant is the equivariant index Q K pM, Sq P RpKq of the operator D S , that can be understood as the quantization of the data pM, S, Kq [3, 7] .
• We denote by RpKq the representation ring of K : an element E P RpKq can be represented as a finite sum E " ř µP p K m µ π µ , with m µ P Z. The multiplicity of the trivial representation is denoted rEs K .
• We denote byRpKq the space of Z-valued functions on p
K. An element E PRpKq can be represented as an infinite sum E " ř µP p K mpµqπ µ , with mpµq P Z.
• An element ξ P k˚is called regular if the stabilizer subgroup K ξ :" tk P K, k¨ξ " ξu is a maximal torus of K.
• When K acts on a manifold M , we denote X M pmq :" d dt | t"0 e´t X¨m the vector field generated by´X P k. Sometimes we will also use the notation X M pmq "´X¨m. The set of zeroes of the vector field X M is denoted M X .
2 The rQ, Rs " 0 theorem in the spin c setting
In this section we suppose that M is compact and we recall the results of [20] concerning the multiplicities of Q K pM, Sq P RpKq. For any ξ P k˚, we denote k ξ the Lie algebra of the stabilizer subgroup K ξ . A coadjoint orbit P " Kη is of type pk ξ q if the conjugacy classes pk η q and pk ξ q are equal.
Definition 2.1 Let pk M q be the generic infinitesimal stabilizer for the Kaction on M . We says that the K-action on M is nice if there exists ξ P ks uch that (2.2) prk M , k M sq " prk ξ , k ξ sq.
The first result of [20] is the following Theorem 2.2 If the K-action on M is not nice, then Q K pM, Sq " 0 for any spin c bundle S.
We suppose now that the K-action on M is nice. The conjugacy class pk ξ q satisfying (2.2) is unique and is denoted ph M q (see Lemma 3 in [19] ). Definition 2.3 A coadjoint orbit P Ă k˚is admissible if P carries a spin cbundle S P such that the corresponding moment map is the inclusion P ãÑ k˚. We denote simply by Q spin K pPq the element Q K pP, S P q P RpKq.
We can check easily [19] that Q spin K pPq is either 0 or an irreducible representation of K, and that the map
defines a bijection between the regular admissible orbits and the dual p K. When O is a regular admissible orbit, an admissible coadjoint orbit P is called an ancestor of
Denote by Apph Mthe set of admissible orbits of type ph M q. The following important fact is proved in section 5 of [20] .
Proposition 2.4 Let P P Apph M qq.
• If P belongs to the set of regular values of Φ S , the reduced space
is an oriented orbifold equipped with a spin c bundle. The index of the corresponding Dirac operator on the orbifold M P is denoted Q spin pM P q P Z [10] .
• In general, the spin c index Q spin pM P q P Z associated to the (possibly singular) reduced space M P is defined by a deformation procedure.
The rQ, Rs " 0 Theorem in the spin c setting takes the following form. 
where the sum runs over the ancestors of O of type ph M q. In other words
3 Formal geometric quantization in the spin c setting
In this section the manifold M is not necessarily compact, but the moment map Φ S is supposed to be proper.
We choose an invariant scalar product in k˚that provides an identification k » k˚. Definition 3.1 ‚ The Kirwan vector field associated to Φ S is defined by
‚ We denote by Z S the set of zeroes of κ S . Thus Z S is a K-invariant closed subset of M .
The set Z S , which is not necessarily smooth, admits an easy description. Choose a Weyl chamber t˚Ă t˚in the dual of the Lie algebra of a maximal torus T of K. We see that
where Z β corresponds to the compact set KpM β X Φ´1 S pβqq, and B S " Φ S pZ S q X t˚. The properness of Φ S insures that for any compact subset C Ă t˚the intersection B S X C is finite. The principal symbol of the Dirac operator D S is the bundle map σpM, Sq P ΓpT˚M, hompS`, S´qq defined by the Clifford action σpM, Sqpm, νq " c m pνq : S|m Ñ S|ḿ.
where ν P T˚M »ν P TM is an identification associated to an invariant Riemannian metric on M .
Definition 3.2
The symbol σpM, S, Φ S q shifted by the vector field κ S is the symbol on M defined by σpM, S, Φ S qpm, νq " σpM, Sqpm,ν´κ S pmqq for any pm, νq P T˚M .
For any K-invariant open subset U Ă M such that U X Z S is compact in M , we see that the restriction σpM, S, Φ S q| U is a transversally elliptic symbol on U , and so its equivariant index is a well defined element inRpKq (see [1, 18] ).
Thus we can define the following localized equivariant indices.
• If Z is a compact component of Z S , we denote by Q K pM, S, Zq PRpKq the equivariant index of σpM, S, Φq| U where U is an invariant neighbourhood of Z so that U X Z S " Z. By definition, Z " H is a component of Z S and Q K pM, S, Hq " 0. For any β P B S , Z β is a compact component of Z S .
When the manifold M is compact, the set B S is finite and we have the decomposition
See [14, 18] . When the manifold M is not compact, but the moment map Φ S is proper, we can defined
The sum of the right hand side is not necessarily finite but it converges in RpKq (see [17, 11, 9] ). We call Q´8 K pM, Sq PRpKq the formal geometric quantization of the data pM, S, Φ S , Kq.
Hochs and Song prove the following important property concerning the functoriality of Q´8 K relatively to the product of manifolds.
Theorem 3.4 ([9])
Let pM, Sq be a spin c K-manifold with a proper moment map Φ S . Let pP, S P q be a compact spin c K-manifold (even dimensional and oriented). Then the spin c manifold pMˆP, S b S P q admits a proper moment map and we have the following equality inRpKq:
With Theorem 3.4 in hand we can compute the multiplicities of Q´8 K pM, Sq like in the compact setting by using the shifting trick.
Let O be an admissible regular orbit of K. We denote by rπ
We consider the product MˆO˚equipped with the spin c -bundle SbS O˚. The corresponding moment map is Φ SbS O˚p m, ξq " Φ S pmq`ξ. We use the simplified notation Φ O for Φ SbS O˚, κ O for the corresponding Kirwan vector field on MˆO˚, and Z O :" tκ O " 0u.
In [20] , we introduced a locally constant function d O : Z O Ñ R, and we denote Z "0 O " td O " 0u. Using the localization 1 done in [20] [section 4.5], we get that
Finally we obtain the same result like in the compact setting:
• If the K action on M is not nice, Z "0 O " H and then the multiplicity In other words,
• if the K action on M is nice, we have
Remark 3.5 We will use a particular case of identity (3.5) when the generic infinitesimal stabilizer of the K-action on M is abelian, i.e. prk M , k M sq " 0.
In this case Z "0 O " tΦ O " 0u and then
Functoriality relatively to a subgroup
We come back to the setting of K-manifold M , even dimensional and oriented, equipped with an equivariant spin c bundle S. We suppose that for some choice of connection on detpSq the corresponding moment map Φ S is proper. As explained earlier, the formal geometric quantization of pM, S, Kq is well-defined : Q´8 K pM, Sq PRpKq.
Consider now a closed connected subgroup H Ă K. Let p : k˚Ñ h˚be the canonical projection. The map p˝Φ S correspond to the moment map for the spin c bundle S relative to the H-action. This section is dedicated to the proof of our main result.
Theorem 4.1 Suppose that p˝Φ S is proper. Then the K-module Q´8 K pM, Sq is H-admissible, and
We start with the following
‚ It is sufficient to prove (4.6) for manifolds with abelian generic infinitesimal stabilizers.
Proof. We have Q´8 K pM, Sq " ř P Q spin pM P qQ spin K pPq where the sum runs over the admissible orbits of type ph M q.
Thanks to the rQ, Rs " 0 Theorem we know that Q
H pP 1 q, where P P 1 " P X p´1pP 1 q{H is the reduction of the K-coadjoint orbit P relatively to H-coadjoint orbit P 1 .
Hence Q´8 K pM, Sq is H-admissible if for any H-coadjoint orbit P 1 , the sum ÿ
admits only a finite number of non-zero terms. We see that Q spin pP P 1 q ‰ 0 only if P 1 Ă ppPq and Q spin pM P q ‰ 0 only if Φ´1 S pPq ‰ H. Finally Q spin pM P qQ spin pP P 1 q ‰ 0 only if
Since p˝Φ S is proper, we have only a finite number of K-admissible orbits contained in the compact set KΦ S`p p˝Φ S q´1pP 1 q˘. The first point is proved.
Let us check the second point. Suppose that (4.6) holds for manifolds with abelian generic infinitesimal stabilizers. Let Kρ be the regular admissible orbit such that Q spin K pKρq is the trivial representation. To any spin c manifold pM, S, Kq with proper moment map Φ S , we associate the product MˆKρ which is a spin c K-manifold with proper moment map Φ SbS Kρ . The multiplicative property (see Theorem 3.4) gives
Now we remark that the K-manifold MˆKρ has abelian infinitesimal stabilizers, and that p˝Φ SbS Kρ is proper if p˝Φ S is proper. Then, when the moment map p˝Φ S is proper, we have
Here we see that r1s is the identity (4.6) applied to MˆKρ, r2s is the multiplicative property relatively to the H-action, and r3s is due to the fact that Q H pKρ, S Kρ q is the trivial H-representation. l
De Concini-Procesi compactifications
We recall that T is a maximal torus of the compact connected Lie group K, and W is the corresponding Weyl group. We define a K-adapted polytope in t˚to be a W -invariant Delzant polytope P in t˚whose vertices are regular elements of the weight lattice Λ. If tλ 1 , . . . , λ r u are the dominant weights lying in the union of all the closed one-dimensional faces of P , then there is a GˆG-equivariant embedding of
. The closure X P of the image of G in this projective space is smooth and is equipped with a KˆK-action. The restriction of the canonical Kähler structure on X P defines a symplectic 2-form Ω X P . We recall briefly the different properties of pX P , Ω X P q : all the details can be found in [16] .
(1) X P is equipped with an Hamiltonian action of KˆK. Let Φ :" pΦ l , Φ r q : X P Ñ k˚ˆk˚be the corresponding moment map.
(2) The image of Φ is equal to tpk¨ξ,´k 1¨ξ q | ξ P P and k, k 1 P Ku.
(3) The Hamiltonian KˆK-manifold pX P , Ω X P q has no multiplicities: the pull-back by Φ of a KˆK-orbit in the image is a KˆK-orbit in X P .
(4) The symplectic manifold pX P , Ω X P q is prequantized by the restriction of the hyperplane line bundle Op1q Ñ Pp'
q to X P : let us denoted L P the corresponding KˆK-equivariant line bundle.
Let U P :" K¨P˝where P˝is the interior of P . We define XP :" Φ´1 l pU P q which is an invariant, open and dense subset of X P . We have the following important property concerning XP .
(5) There exists an equivariant diffeomorphism Υ : KˆU P Ñ XP such that Υ˚pΦ l qpg, νq " g¨ν and Υ˚pΦ r qpg, νq "´ν.
The manifold X P is equipped with a family of spin c bundles
and we consider the corresponding KˆK-modules Q KˆK pX P , S n P q. Let t˚Ă t˚be a Weyl chamber and let Λ Ă t˚be the lattice of weights: we denote by ρ P t˚the half sum of the positive roots.
Proposition 4.3 We have the following decomposition
Proof. The result is a consequence of the Meinrenken-Sjamaar rQ, Rs " 0 theorem [12, 13, 21, 14] . To explain it, we parametrize the dual p K with the highest weights. For any dominant weight α P Λ X t˚, let V K α be the irreducible representation of K with highest weight α. In other terms,
The symplectic rQ, Rs " 0 theorem tells us that the multiplicity of V K α b V K γ in Q KˆK pX P , S n P q is equal to the Riemann-Roch number of the symplectic reduced space Φ´1pK α nˆK γ n q{KˆK. Points p2q above tell us that Φ´1pKaˆKbq{KˆK is non empty only if Kb "´Ka and Ka X P ‰ H. With point p4q , we see that the reduced space Φ´1pKaˆ´Kaq{KˆK is a (smooth) point if a P P o . The proof is completed.
Cutting
Let M be a K-manifold of even dimension, oriented, equipped with a Kequivariant spin c bundle S. Let Φ S be the moment map associated to a hermitian connection on detpSq. We assume that Φ S is proper.
We consider the manifold X P equipped with the spin c bundle S n P :" Ź pTX P q 1,0 b L bn P . The determinant line bundle detpS n P q is equal to
Let ϕ l , ϕ r : X P Ñ k˚be the moment maps associated to the action of KˆK on the line bundle detppTX P q 1,0 q. So the moment map relative to the action of KˆK on detpS n P q is the map Φ n " pΦ n l , Φ n r q : X P Ñ k˚ˆkd efined by Φ n l " nΦ l`ϕl and Φ n r " nΦ r`ϕr . On the dense open subset X o P » KˆU P the line bundle detppTX P q 1,0 q admits a trivialization. Let c ą 0 such that the closed ball t}ξ} ď cu is contained in U P . By partition of unity, we can choose a connection on detppTX P q 1,0 q such that the corresponding moment maps satisfy (4.7)
ϕ l pxq " ϕ r pxq " 0 if x P X P satisfies }Φ r pxq} ď c.
We consider now the product MˆX P equipped with the spin c bundle S b S n P and with the following KˆK action:
The moment map relative to the action of KˆK on the line bundle detpS b S n P q is pm, xq Þ ÝÑ pΦ n l pxq, Φ S pmq`Φ n r pxqq. We restrict the action of KˆK on MˆX P to the subgroup HˆK. We see that the corresponding moment map pp˝Φ n l , Φ S`Φ n r q is proper, so we can consider the formal geometric quantization of the spin c manifold pMˆX P , S b S n P q relative to the action of HˆK: Q´8 KˆH pMˆX P , S b S n P q P RpKˆHq.
We are interested in the following H-module
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will follows from the computation of the asymptotic behaviour of Epnq by two means.
First computation
Let us write
Proof. We start by using the multiplicative property (Theorem 3.4):
If O is a K-coadjoint orbit we denote }O} the norm of any of its element. Note that there exists d ą 0 such that if O XtnBP`ρu ‰ H, then }O} ě nd.
Let O 1 be a regular admissible H-orbit. By definition the multiplicity of π H O 1 in rpnq decomposes as follows rπ
Suppose that rpnq does not tends to 0 inRpHq: there exists a regular admissible H-orbit O 1 such that the set tn ě 1, rπ H O 1 : rpnqs ‰ 0u is infinite. Hence there exists a sequence pn k , O k q such that lim kÑ8 n k " 8 and
Thanks to the rQ, Rs " 0 property, we have (4.8)
where p : k˚Ñ h˚is the projection. Points 2. and 3. give that
Since p˝Φ S is proper, we have only a finite number of K-admissible orbits contained in the compact set KΦ S`p p˝Φ S q´1pO 1 q˘. This is in contradiction with the first point. l
Reduction in stage
In this section, we explain the case of reduction in stages. Suppose that we have an action of the compact Lie group GˆK on the spin
: N Ñ g˚'k˚be the corresponding moment map associated to the choice of an invariant connection ∇ on detpS N q. We suppose that
• the set Φ´1 S N p0q is compact.
We denote by π : Z Ñ N 0 :" Z{K the corresponding G-equivariant principal fibration.
On Z, we obtain an exact sequence 0 ÝÑ TZ ÝÑ TM | Z TΦ K ÝÑ rk˚s Ñ 0, where rk˚s is the trivial bundle Zˆk˚. We have also an orthogonal decomposition TZ " T K Z ' rks where rks is the sub-bundle identified to Zˆk through the map pp, Xq Þ Ñ X¨p. So TM | Z admits the orthogonal decomposition TN | Z » T K Z ' rks ' rk˚s. We rewrite this as 
is an isomorphism of graded Clifford bundles on TN | Z .
We see then that the line bundle detpS N 0 q is equal to detpS N q| Z {K. 
Proof. The proof is done in Section 3.4.2 of [18] in the Hamiltonian setting. The same proof works here.
Proof. Let pm, x, η, ξq P tΦ S n N " 0u. We have p pnΦ l pxq`ϕ l pxqq`η " 0 and Φ S pmq`nΦ r pxq`ϕ r pxq`ξ " 0. Let k P K such that kΦ r pxq "´Φ l pxq (see Point p2q in Section 4.1). We get then ppΦ S pkmqq`ppkϕ r pxq`ϕ l pxqξ q`η " 0. The term ppkϕ r pxq`ϕ l pxq`ξq`η is bounded, and since p˝Φ S is proper, the variable m belongs to a compact of M (independent of n). Finally the identity Φ S pmq`nΦ r pxq`ϕ r pxq`ξ " 0 shows that nΦ r pxq is bounded by a quantity independent of n. l So, if n is large enough, the set tΦ 
We use now the reduction in stage for n large enough. The map pm, η, ξ, gq Þ Ñ pm, g, Φ S pmq`ξ n , ηq defines a diffeomorphism between MˆÕ˚ˆK and the sub-manifold Z :" tΦ n K " 0u ĂÑ and induces a diffeomorphism Ψ : MˆÕ˚" ÝÑ N 0 " Z{K.
Through the diffeomorphism Ψ, the H-action on N 0 " Z{K corresponds to the induced action of the subgroup H » tph, hq, h P Hu Ă HˆK on MˆÕ˚. Through the diffeomorphism Ψ, the moment map Φ S n N 0
: N 0 Ñ hb ecomes ΦÕpm, ξ, ηq " ppΦ S pmq`ξq`η, for pm, ξ, ηq P MˆÕ˚. Proof. We consider the restriction of the spin c bundle S n P to the open subset XP . Let S n :" Υ´1pS n P | XP q be the corresponding KˆK-equivariant spin c bundle on KˆU P . It must be of the form S n » FˆŹ k CˆKˆUP where F is a character of KˆK. If we look at the value of S n P at the point Υp1, 0q P X P , we see that F is trivial. The Lemma follows. l Finally, for n large enough, we get
First we see that r1s corresponds to (4.10). Equality r2s is the reduction in stage (see Proposition 4.6) and Equality r3s is a consequence of the diffeomorphism Ψ (see Lemma 4.9) . Equality r4s follows from the fact that M has abelian generic infinitesimal stabilizers (see Remark 3.5). Equality r5s is a consequence of the multiplicative property. Equality r6s follows from the identity Q H pÕ˚, SÕ˚q " pπ H O 1 q˚. The proof of Proposition 4.7 is completed. l
